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Abstract1

Cell state transitions or cell fate decision making processes,2

such as cell development and cell pathological transformation,3

are believed to be determined by the regulatory network of4

genes, which intimately depend on the structures of chromo-5

somes in the cell nucleus. The high temporal resolution pic-6

ture of how chromosome reorganizes its 3D structure during7

the cell state transitions is the key to understanding the mech-8

anisms of these fundamental cellular processes. However, this9

picture is still challenging to acquire at present. Here, we stud-10

ied the chromosome structural dynamics during the cell state11

transitions among the pluripotent embryonic stem cell (ESC),12

the terminally differentiated normal cell and the cancer cell us-13

ing landscape-switching model implemented in the molecular14

dynamics simulation. We considered up to 6 transitions, in-15

cluding differentiation, reprogramming, cancer formation and16

reversion. We found that the pathways can merge at certain17

stages during the transitions for the two processes having the18

same destination as the ESC or the normal cell. Before reach-19

ing the merging point, the two pathways are cell-type-specific.20

The chromosomes at the merging points show high structural21

similarity to the ones at the final cell states in terms of the con-22

tact maps, TADs and compartments. The post-merging pro-23

cesses correspond to the adaption of the chromosome global24

shape geometry through the chromosome compaction without25

significantly disrupting the contact formation. On the other26

hand, our detailed analysis showed no merging point for the27

two cancer formation processes initialized from the ESC and28

the normal cell, implying that cancer progression is a complex29

process and may be associated with multiple pathways. Our30

results draw a complete molecular picture of cell development31

and cancer at the dynamical chromosome structural level, and32

help our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of cell33

fate decision making processes.34

1 Introduction35

Cell state transition or cell fate decision making, is one of the36

fundamental cell events in forming multicellular organisms.37

The transformation of the normal cell to the cancer cell, which38

is a typical cell fate transition in pathology, leads to the devel-39

opment of a tumor. The transition processes between distinct 40

cell phenotypic states are believed to be governed by the un- 41

derlying gene regulatory networks [1, 2]. As the scaffold for 42

the genome function, the chromosome folds into a 3D organi- 43

zation to underpin the gene expressions, which are cell-type- 44

specific. During the transition, the cell undergoes phenotypic 45

switching determined by the complex gene network, which is 46

supported by the large-scale chromosome structural rearrange- 47

ment in favor of the specific gene expression pattern towards 48

the destined cell state [3]. It has been well recognized that the 49

3D chromosome structure plays important roles in regulating 50

cell development [4] and cancer [5]. However, our understand- 51

ing of the abovementioned cell fate decision making processes 52

at the molecular level through chromosome structural dynam- 53

ics is restricted by the limited experimental approaches, which 54

are often confronted with difficulties in covering the large spa- 55

tiotemporal scales of the chromosome systems in the cell nu- 56

cleus. 57

Currently, the chromosome structural determination is 58

largely performed by the Hi-C techniques and the results are 59

generally presented in terms of an ensemble-averaged contact 60

map [6, 7]. Hi-C experiments measure the frequency of contact 61

formed by all chromosomal loci pairs across the genome, so a 62

high (low) contact frequency formed by two chromosomal loci 63

corresponds to a close (far away) spatial distance and implies 64

a strong (weak) physical interaction between these two loci. 65

Careful analyses on the Hi-C contact map further revealed that 66

the chromosome folds into a hierarchical organization from 67

the multi-megabase compartments [6, 7] to the sub-megabase 68

topologically associating domains (TADs) [8, 9]. These two 69

chromosome structural features have been recognized to have 70

significant impacts on gene expressions [10, 11, 12, 13]. Our 71

knowledge of the chromosome 3D structure and its roles in 72

gene regulation has been significantly increased by the Hi-C 73

techniques. However, Hi-C data only provides the static de- 74

scription of the chromosome organization within one cell state, 75

the dynamical changes of the chromosome structure during the 76

transition between the two cell states are still inaccessible. 77

Here, we applied the landscape-switching model to study 78

the chromosome structural dynamics during the cell state tran- 79

sitions among the embryonic stem cell (ESC), the normal and 80

cancer cell (See ”Materials and Methods”). Overall, there 81

are 6 transition processes, including the ESC differentiation 82
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Figure 1: The chromosome structural rearrangements during cell fate decision making among the ESC, the normal and cancer cell. (A)
The 6 cell state transition processes associated with chromosome structural dynamics. The chromosome Hi-C contact maps of the ESC,
the normal and cancer cell, as well as the cell states at the typical time points (0.1τ , 1τ , 10τ , 100τ) during each transition are shown.
The correlation maps between the time-course Hi-C contact maps of two transitions during (B) reprogramming from the normal (ReprN)
and cancer cell (ReprC) to the ESC processes, (C) the ESC differentiation to the normal (DiffN) and cancer cell (DiffC) processes, (D)
forming the normal cell from the ESC (differentiation, DiffN) and the cancer cell (cancer reversion, CancerR) processes, (E) forming the
cancer cell from the ESC (differentiation, DiffC) and the cancer cell (cancer formation, CancerF) processes, (F) deforming the normal cell
to the ESC (DiffN) and the cancer cell (CancerF) processes, (G) deforming the cancer cell to the ESC (DiffC) and the normal cell (CancerR)
processes. The comparison between process ”A” at time tA = I and process ”B” at time tB = J is made by calculating the coefficient of
determination R2(I,J) between the contact probability Pi j formed by chromosomal loci ”i” and ”j”: R2(I,J) = 1−∑i, j[Pi j(tA = I)−Pi j(tB =

J)]2/
√

∑i, j[Pi j(tA = I)−〈Pi j(tA = I)〉]2 ∑i, j[Pi j(tB = J)−〈Pi j(tB = J)〉]2. R2(I,J), which measures the similarity of the two Hi-C contact

map at time tA = I of process A and tB = J of process B (R2(I,J)=1 corresponds to the identical Hi-C contact maps with Pi j(tA = I)=Pi j(tB = J)
and the deviation of R2(I,J) from 1 indicates the degree of difference between these two contact maps.), is shown by 2D plots colored from
blue (minimum) to red (maximum) at the upper panels in (A-G). At the lower panels in (A-G), the cell states ”J” are selected to be either the
initial states (solid lines) or the end states (dashed lines).

to the normal and cancer cell, the normal and cancer cell re-83

programming to the ESC, and the cancer cell formation from84

the normal cell and reversion to the normal cell. The system85

presents a complete circuitry of cell fate decision making pro-86

cesses, including the normal and pathological developments of87

cells. The experimental Hi-C contact maps have revealed sig-88

nificant differences in chromosome structures among the ESC,89

the normal and cancer cell [8, 14]. This feature implies that90

there are large-scale chromosome structural rearrangements91

during the cell state transition among these 3 cell states. In our92

simulations, we constantly monitored the chromosome struc-93

tures evolving along the time during the cell state transitions94

and quantified the transition pathways in terms of Hi-C con-95

tact map, chromosome structural shape geometry and the spa-96

tial distribution of loci on the chromosome.97

The quantified pathways of chromosome structural dynam-98

ics draw a molecular-level picture of how the cell state tran-99

sitions or cell fate decision making processes occur. We ob-100

served early bifurcation events in two of the cell state transi-101

tion processes when the initial cell states are the same, such102

as the ESC differentiation and the processes of deforming the103

normal and cancer cells. For the two processes with the same104

destination, the pathways can merge at certain stages, after105

which the chromosome has to undergo further structural com-106

paction to reach the final state. Detailed structural analyses 107

revealed that the two transition processes for forming cancer 108

cell never overlap, though they can share a similar chromo- 109

some structural compaction route. This implies the complex 110

and multiple-route characteristics of cancer formation. Our re- 111

sults suggested that the cell transition processes with the same 112

cell state as the destination for the ESC and normal cell, are 113

made up of an initial cell-type-specific stage followed by a 114

common-route stage. Our study provides a comprehensive un- 115

derstanding of the cell fate decision making processes through 116

chromosome structural dynamics. 117

2 Results 118

2.1 Dynamical chromosome structural rear- 119

rangements during differentiation, repro- 120

gramming and cancer formation 121

We calculated the simulated Hi-C contact map evolving in 122

time. We observed that the chromosome dynamically rear- 123

ranges its structure during the cell state transitions in terms 124

of gradually adapting the Hi-C contact map from the initial 125

cell state towards the final cell state. Interestingly, it ap- 126

pears that the evolutions of the contact maps do not follow 127
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the same routes for the forward and reverse transitions be-128

tween any two cells. This indicates that both the differentiation129

and reprogramming processes, as well as the cancer formation130

and reversion processes, are irreversible from the chromosome131

structural perspective. The irreversibility at the chromosome132

structural-level can further influence the irreversible gene reg-133

ulation pathways that determine the non-equilibrium cell state134

decision-making processes [15, 16].135

The differentiation processes starting from the ESC should136

bifurcate during the transitions towards the normal and the137

cancer cell, while the normal and the cancer cell reprogram-138

ming processes should merge during the transitions towards139

the ESC. To gain insights into how the bifurcation and merging140

of the pathways occur from the chromosome structural dynam-141

ics, we calculated the correlation coefficient of determination142

R2 between the two contact probability matrices in time (Fig-143

ure 1B and 1C). For reprogramming, it appears that the path-144

ways of the normal and cancer cell reprogramming to the ESC145

(ReprN and ReprC) start to merge quite early at ∼ 0.1τ with146

high values of R2 (Figure 1B, upper panel). At ∼ 0.1τ , the147

chromosomes have very different contact formations from ei-148

ther the ESC and final state (Figure 1B, lower panel). Interest-149

ingly, we observed over-expanded chromosome structures with150

respect to the one at the ESC formed during the normal and151

the cancer cell reprogramming processes. Besides, we see that152

the pathways of reprogramming start to merge before forming153

the over-expanding chromosome conformation. For differen-154

tiation, the two transitions towards the normal and cancer cell155

(DiffN and DiffC) bifurcate at ∼ 2τ (Figure 1C, upper panel),156

where the chromosome has different structures from that at the157

ESC and is also deviated from those at the final cell states (Fig-158

ure 1C, lower panel).159

Since the destinations of differentiation DiffN and cancer re-160

version to the normal cell (CancerR) are the same, it implies161

that these two pathways should merge at certain stages of these162

two transitions. From Figure 1D, we see that the chromosomes163

during DiffN and CancerR transitions become structurally sim-164

ilar at ∼ 1τ , where the chromosome has accomplished sig-165

nificant structural rearrangements for forming the normal cell166

(Figure 1D, lower panel). However, a considerable number167

of the chromosome contact changes after 1τ is still seen dur-168

ing DiffN to make the chromosome gradually deviate from the169

ESC. A similar observation can be found in forming the can-170

cer cell by differentiation DiffC and cancer formation process171

(CancerF) (Figure 1E). The contact maps of the two pathways172

become similar at ∼ 1τ , where the chromosome with different173

structures from that at the ESC still has to undergo a certain de-174

gree of structural arrangements in order to form the structure175

at the cancer cell.176

In addition to the ESC differentiation, we also studied the bi-177

furcation of the processes with the initial cell states being the178

normal cell (ReprN and CancerF, Figure 1F) and cancer cell179

(ReprC and CancerR, Figure 1G), respectively. The two path-180

ways in both of these processes exhibit bifurcation at the early181

stages of the transitions around 0.2τ , which is later than the182

bifurcation time observed at the ESC differentiation (∼ 2τ). It183

is worth noting that during CancerF and CancerR, the chromo-184

some at 0.1-1τ shares a certain degree of structural similarity185

with that after 1τ during the reprogramming towards the ESC.186

This feature has led to an implication that the cell during the187

transitions between the normal and cancer states increases the 188

degree of the ”stemness” from the chromosome structural per- 189

spective [17]. 190

2.2 Chromosome structural shape changes dur- 191

ing differentiation, reprogramming and 192

cancer formation 193

Using molecular dynamics simulations, we can have the 3D 194

chromosome structural information in addition to the 2D con- 195

tact map. Here, we introduced three reaction coordinates to de- 196

scribe the geometry of the chromosome structural shape. The 197

radius of gyration Rg is used to describe the chromosome com- 198

paction and the aspheric shape parameter ∆ is used to measure 199

the extent of anisotropy with deviation from 0 as an indication 200

of deviation from a perfect sphere [18]. The lengths of chro- 201

mosome structure along the longest principal axis (PA1) and 202

shortest principal axis (PA3) are used to describe the global 203

geometric shape of the chromosome structure. 204

We observed the over-expanded chromosome structures 205

with respect to the one at the ESC during both the normal 206

and cancer cells reprogramming to the ESC processes (Figure 207

2A). During both of the reprogramming processes, the chro- 208

mosome expanding stages are isotropic and reach the over- 209

expanded phase with a similar shape at similar time points 210

(1τ). Then, the chromosome undergoes slight compaction to 211

form the chromosome shape at the ESC through the merging 212

pathways with negligible contact probability adaption (Figure 213

1B). From the chromosome structural perspective, these two 214

reprogramming processes use different routes to form the same 215

over-expanded chromosome structures, implying that the re- 216

programming pathways are cell-type-specific at the early stage 217

but conserved for different cell types at the late stage. 218

For cell differentiation, the chromosome structural pathways 219

with shape changes share the same route towards the normal 220

and cancer cells till ∼ 10τ (Figure 2B), when a large degree of 221

contact maps in the destined cell states are established (Figure 222

1C). From the chromosome contact formation perspective, we 223

observed that the bifurcations of the two differentiation pro- 224

cesses start at an earlier time of 1τ than that based on the 225

chromosome structural shape-changing pathways (Figure 1C). 226

These features indicate that the geometric chromosome com- 227

paction during the ESC differentiation to the normal and can- 228

cer cell share the same route for a long duration at the first stage 229

of differentiation, even when the chromosome contact maps 230

within these two transitions have deviated from each other al- 231

ready. 232

From the chromosome structural shape-changing pathways, 233

we can see that the two processes of forming the normal cell 234

by the ESC differentiation and cancer reversion merge at∼ 10τ 235

(Figure 2C), where the chromosome has a more open structure 236

than that at both the normal and cancer cell. Thus, the merging 237

pathways correspond to chromosome compaction processes 238

associated with forming the chromosome contact maps at the 239

normal cell. It appears that the chromosome contact maps be- 240

come similar at the very early stages of DiffN and CancerR 241

around 1τ (Figure 1D), so the chromosomes within these two 242

processes can form similar structural shapes. These findings 243

imply that the chromosome contact changes during 1-10τ con- 244
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Figure 2: Quantified averaged pathways for chromosome structural shape changes during cell fate decision making among the ESC, the
normal and cancer cell. The pathways are shown for (A) differentiation, (B) reprogramming, (C) forming the normal cell, (D) forming the
cancer cell, (E) deforming the normal cell and (F) deforming the cancer cell. The reaction coordinates are the radius of gyration (Rg) and
aspheric shape parameter (∆) at the upper panels in (A-E), and the length of structural geometric extensions at the longest and shortest principal
axes (PA1 and PA3) at the lower panels in (A-E). In each panel, the typical time points in the trajectories are additionally shown as squares
(�, t=0.1τ), circles (#, t=1τ), triangles (4, t=10τ) and diamonds (�, t=100τ). Time is in the logarithmic scale.

tribute to the increase of the similarity of the chromosome245

structural shapes during these two processes. A similar ob-246

servation can be observed for forming the cancer cell by DiffC247

and CancerF . Overall, we found that the transitions between248

the normal and cancer cells are made up of an initial chromo-249

some structure expansion followed by compaction. The late250

stages share similar routes with the chromosome geometric 251

compaction pathways during the ESC differentiation. 252

For the cell state transitions with the same initial states at 253

the normal and cancer cell, the pathways projected onto the 254

chromosome shape parameters bifurcate at the very beginning 255

around 0.1τ . In order words, although the chromosome has to 256
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undergo an initial structural expansion during the transitions257

between the normal and cancer cells, the pathways deviate258

from the ones during reprogramming. The early bifurcation in259

the chromosome shape-changing pathways is coincident with260

what was observed from the contact probability perspective261

(Figure 1F and 1G). This indicates that the arrangements of262

the contact maps at the early stage of deforming the normal263

and cancer cell contribute significantly to the specific adap-264

tions of the chromosome structural shape towards the destined265

cells.266

2.3 Spatial rearrangement of chromosomal loci267

during differentiation, reprogramming and268

cancer formation269

The spatial distribution of the loci in chromosome has signif-270

icant impacts on the transcriptional activity [19, 20]. We cal-271

culated the changes of the radial density of the chromosome272

during the 6 transitions (ρ(r, t)) and further classified them into273

the descriptions of the whole loci, loci in compartment A and274

compartment B (Figure S3-S5). Then we collected ρ(r, t) for275

all the processes and performed the principal component anal-276

ysis (PCA) on all sets of ρ(r, t). We projected the chromosome277

structural dynamics during differentiation, reprogramming and278

cancer onto the first and second principal components (PC1279

and PC2) and obtained the trajectories in terms of dynamically280

arranging the spatial distribution of the chromosome loci (Fig-281

ure 3).282

Overall, we see that the rearrangements of the spatial dis-283

tribution of the whole loci share similar trends of the loci in284

compartment B for all the transitions. During the normal cell285

reprogramming process, the changes of ρ(r) of the whole loci286

and loci in compartment B appear to go through that at the287

cancer cell state (Figure 3A), while the ρ(r) of the loci in288

compartment A can only have overlap with that during can-289

cer cell reprogramming starting at the over-expanding stages.290

This implies that the distinct reprogramming routes from dif-291

ferent cells at the early stage strongly depend on the spatial292

arrangement of the loci in compartment A. For the ESC dif-293

ferentiation, we see that the bifurcations of the two pathways294

to the normal and cancer cells start early for both ρ(r) of the295

loci in compartment A and compartment B (Figure 3B). This296

indicates a unique evolution route to the destined terminally297

differentiated cell for the ESC differentiation.298

For forming the normal cell, the pathways of ρ(r) for dif-299

ferentiation and cancer reversion processes merge (Figure 3C).300

For the whole loci and loci in compartment B, the merging ap-301

pears when there is still a long way to form the final ρ(r) at the302

normal cell. Interestingly, we found that the merging point for303

ρ(r) of loci in compartment A is located near to the position304

of ρ(r) at the ESC. Similar trends can be observed in form-305

ing the cancer cell from the ESC and the normal cell (Figure306

3D). However, there is a slight discrepancy between the ρ(r)307

pathways of loci in compartment B for DiffC and CancerF, im-308

plying that these two processes for forming the cancer cell may309

not use the same routine to the spatial repositioning of the chro-310

mosomal loci.311

We also observed the bifurcation of the pathways from the312

ρ(r) between ReprN and CancerF (Figure 3E), and between313

ReprC and CancerR (Figure 3F), similar to that from the chro- 314

mosome structural shape perspective. However, the elements 315

leading to the bifurcation of the two pathways in deforming 316

the normal cell and the two pathways in deforming the cancer 317

cell are different. For ReprN and CancerF, we see an overlap 318

between these two pathways at the very beginning with ρ(r) 319

of the whole loci and loci in compartment B. Thus, the evo- 320

lution of ρ(r) of the loci in compartment A contributes to the 321

differences of these two pathways. In contrast, for ReprC and 322

CancerR, ρ(r) of the loci in compartment A shares the same 323

route towards forming the ρ(r) at the ESC, so the bifurcation 324

of these two pathways is led by the changing ρ(r) of the loci 325

in compartment B. 326

2.4 Chromosome structures in transient states 327

during differentiation, reprogramming and 328

cancer formation 329

Based on the above pathways analysis, we can see that the 330

transitions among the differentiation, reprogramming and can- 331

cer can merge at certain points. Identifying these points can 332

provide a full picture of how these processes occur from the 333

chromosome structural perspective. To determine these merg- 334

ing points, we first chose a series of time points located on the 335

pathways projected on the chromosome structural shape pa- 336

rameters and PCs of ρ , when the two pathways (ReprN and 337

ReprC, DiffN and CancerR, DiffC and CancerF) start to merge. 338

Then we calculated the R2 of the contact maps between the two 339

time points on these two pathways and selected the highest R2
340

as the time when the pathways emerge (Figure S6). There are 341

6 transient states determined as the merging points for repro- 342

gramming to the ESC (ReprS
N and ReprS

C), forming the normal 343

cell (DiffS
N and CancerS

R) and forming the cancer cell (DiffS
C 344

and CancerS
F). In Figure 4, we can see one transient state is 345

overlapped with the other for determining the merging point. 346

However, it is worth noting that DiffS
C and CancerS

F have an 347

apparent separation on pathways of ρ(r) of loci in compart- 348

ment B. It implies that the chromosomes at DiffS
C and CancerS

F 349

should be structurally different. 350

The direct comparison of the contact maps between the two 351

transient states at the merging points indicates high similarities 352

of chromosome structural formation with R2 all equal to 0.99 353

(Figure 5(A-F)). To examine the similarity of the chromosome 354

structures in terms of the TADs and compartments, we further 355

calculated the signals of the insulation score and compartment 356

profile. We found that the formations of TAD boundaries of the 357

chromosome at the two transient states for one merging point 358

are very similar and close to the ones at the destined cell states 359

(Figure 5G and Figure S8). It is worth noting that chromo- 360

somes at the merging point for forming normal cell (DiffS
N and 361

CancerS
R) and for forming cancer cell (DiffS

C and CancerS
F) have 362

similar structural shape, but the signals of the TAD boundaries 363

are not strongly correlated. During our simulations, we did 364

not detect significant changes in TAD boundaries (Figure S9), 365

resonating with the experimental evidence that TAD features 366

are mostly conserved in mammals across different cell types 367

and species [8, 21]. For compartments, we found strong cor- 368

relations of the signals between transient states at the merging 369

point of reprogramming (ReprN and ReprC) and forming nor- 370
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Figure 3: Quantified averaged pathways for the spatial distribution of chromosomal loci changing during cell fate decision making among
the ESC, the normal and cancer cell. The pathways are shown for (A) differentiation, (B) reprogramming, (C) forming the normal cell, (D)
forming the cancer cell, (E) deforming the normal cell and (F) deforming the cancer cell. The trajectories are projected on the the first and
second principal components (PC1 and PC2) of the spatial distribution of chromosomal loci changes for the whole loci (left panel), loci in
compartment A (center panel) and loci in compartment B (right panel). In each panel, typical time points in the trajectories are additionally
shown as squares (�, t=0.1τ), circles (#, t=1τ), triangles (4, t=10τ) and diamonds (�, t=100τ). Time is in the logarithmic scale.

mal cell (DiffS
N and CancerS

R), while the compartment profiles371

are quite different at DiffS
C and CancerS

F for the merging point372

in the cancer formation process (Figure 5H and Figure S10).373

Thus, we can state that the chromosomes at DiffS
C and CancerS

F374

are structurally different, leading to the different compartment375

formation. The pathways from the ESC and normal cell in376

forming the cancer cell are not merged based on the chromo-377

some structural formation at the compartment level. 378
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Figure 4: All the averaged trajectories of the 6 processes for differentiation, reprogramming and cancer involved with the transient states
projected onto (A) Rg and ∆, (B) extension lengths at PA1 and PA3, and PC1 and PC2 of spatial distribution of chromosome loci for (C) the
whole loci, (D) loci in compartment A and (E) loci in compartment B.

3 Discussion and conclusions379

In this work, we studied the chromosome structural dynam-380

ics during the transitions between the two different cell states381

in cell fate decision making among the ESC, the normal and382

cancer cell. At the chromosomal structural-level, we showed383

that the forward and reverse cell state transitions between two384

cell states, such as the differentiation and reprogramming, the385

cancer formation and reversion, use different routes, leading386

to irreversible processes. More importantly, we found that387

the chromosome structural dynamical pathways for the tran-388

sition towards the same cell can merge prior to the destination.389

The chromosomes at the merging points are structurally dif-390

ferent from those at the corresponding final cell state. Our391

findings indicate that further chromosome structural arrange-392

ments, which are necessary for accomplishing the transition,393

undergo the same pathway for different processes after pass-394

ing the merging point.395

Based on the chromosome structural dynamical pathways396

from our analyses, we can draw a full picture of the cell state397

transitions among the ESC, the normal and cancer cell with398

more molecular-level details than the one that only contains 6399

direct transitions between two cell states at the gene expression400

level (Figure 6). For reprogramming, the normal and cancer401

cells are initially converted to the merging point (ReprS
N and402

ReprS
C), followed by the further transition to the ESC using the403

same pathway. At the merging point, the chromosomes have404

a high degree of similarity of the contact probability map with405

that at the ESC, and slight over-expanded structures compared406

to the one at the ESC. In other words, the normal and cancer407

cells have to undergo a long journey of cell-type-specific repro- 408

gramming before reaching the merging point, where most of 409

the chromosome interactions at the ESC have been established 410

with an open chromosome structure. We note that the exper- 411

imental identifications on the transcriptional dynamics trajec- 412

tories of different somatic cells reprogramming to the iPSC 413

are strongly dependent on the cell types [22]. This appears 414

to be consistent with the first stages of reprogramming pro- 415

cesses to the merging point observed in our simulations. A 416

recent integrative transcriptional and epigenomic analysis on 417

the human reprogramming process with a high temporal res- 418

olution unprecedentedly uncovered that the gene network es- 419

tablished at the late reprogramming process has a signature of 420

pre-implantation stages [23]. During pre-implantation stages, 421

the chromosome undergoes the structural reorganization in es- 422

tablishing the transition from the totipotency to pluripotency 423

state [24]. The nuclear volumes in many mammalian embryos 424

have been found to gradually decrease prior to the blastocyst 425

stages during early embryonic development, leading to a uni- 426

versal chromosome structural compaction process during the 427

pre-implantation stages [25, 26]. Our theoretical predictions 428

on the late reprogramming stage after passing the merging 429

point at the ReprS
N and ReprS

C with the over-expanded chro- 430

mosome conformation are reminiscent of the pre-implantation 431

stages of the reprogramming process [23]. We also found that 432

the cell states, which originate from the normal and cancer cell 433

at the merging point, and the following pathways towards the 434

ESC are conserved regardless of the cell types. This echoes 435

the conserved pre-implantation stages, where the cell has not 436
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Figure 5: Correlations of chromosome structures between the transient states during cell fate decision making among the ESC, the normal
and cancer cell. The contact probability maps for the transient states formed during (A) reprogramming, (B) forming the normal cell and (C)
forming the cancer cell. The coefficient of determination R2s are shown under the corresponding Hi-C contact maps in (D-F). Chromosome
structural similarities among the transient states, ESC, normal and cancer cells in terms of (G) TAD and (H) compartment. For TAD, R2 is
calculated based on the insulation score. For compartment, R2 is calculated based on the compartment profile. The calculation procedures of
TAD insulation score and compartment profile can be found in ”Materials and Methods”.

started the cell-specific differentiation.437

We also found that the chromosome structural dynamics438

pathways of the differentiation and cancer reversion processes439

towards the normal cell are conserved at the late stages of cell440

state transitions. The chromosomes during these two transi-441

tions at the merging point of the pathways (DiffS
N and CancerS

R)442

show high structural similarity. In addition, the TAD bound-443

aries and compartments in chromosomes at the DiffS
N and444

CancerS
R are similar to those at the normal cell. Further com-445

paction of the chromosome from the cell state at the merging446

point towards the normal cell requires the spatial repositioning447

of the chromosome loci, while the local chromosome struc-448

tures and compartment status of the chromosomal loci remain449

largely unaltered. As the TAD structures and compartment 450

segregations in the chromosome contribute significantly to the 451

gene expressions that determine the cell fate [13, 27, 28], we 452

speculate that the chromosomes at the merging point of the dif- 453

ferentiation and cancer reversion transition have accomplished 454

most of the structural arrangements for the functional purposes 455

at the final cell state. In other words, the pathways for forming 456

the normal cell merge at the very late stages of the cell state 457

transition processes. 458

Interestingly, the two processes of forming the cancer cell 459

from the ESC and normal cell do not share the chromosome 460

structural dynamics pathways, in contrast with either the re- 461

programming processes or the processes of forming the nor- 462
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Figure 6: Scheme illustrating the 6 cell state transition processes
among the ESC, the normal and cancer cell involved with the tran-
sient states from the chromosome structural dynamics perspective.
The vertical arrow from the top to the bottom indicates the degree
of chromosome compaction.

mal cell. Despite showing similar degrees of global chromo-463

some compaction and the overall chromosome contact map464

patterns, the chromosomes at the DiffS
C and CancerS

F with sim-465

ilar TAD structures exhibit significant differences at the com-466

partment formation. Further changing the compartment sta-467

tus with spatial repositioning of the chromosome loci from468

DiffS
C and CancerS

F towards the cancer cell is indispensable and469

undergoes different pathways for the differentiation and can-470

cer formation processes. Therefore, our results show multiple471

routes for forming the cancer cell from the chromosome struc-472

tural perspective. The results here focused on the chromosome473

structural dynamics at the molecular level resonate with our re-474

cent theoretical work using the gene regulatory network, which475

revealed the global mechanisms of cancer with multiple states476

and paths, underlining the complexity of cancer at the gene477

level [29].478

Our theoretical predictions can be assessed by future bio-479

physical experiments. In this respect, the recently developed480

time-course single-cell Hi-C experiments can be implemented481

to measure the chromosome structural rearrangements for the482

differentiation, reprogramming and cancer processes [30, 31].483

The additional Hi-C data on the intermediate states in the pro-484

cesses can also be incorporated into the landscape-switching485

model, leading to stepwise switching transitions. It is ex-486

pected that the multistep landscape-switching model can pro-487

duce more realistic results as more experimental information488

is incorporated. In summary, the picture drawn here provides489

a comprehensive and physical understanding of the cell state490

transition processes among the pluripotent cell, the terminally491

differentiated cell and the cancer cell at the chromosomal,492

molecular, and structural levels.493

4 Materials and Methods 494

4.1 Hi-C data 495

The Hi-C data of the ESC and the normal cell (IMR90, hu- 496

man fetal lung cell) were downloaded from the Gene Expres- 497

sion Omnibus (GEO) repository archives with accession num- 498

ber GSE35156 [8]. The Hi-C data of the cancer cell (A549, 499

human lung carcinoma cell) was obtained from the ENCODE 500

project with GEO accession number GSE105600 [14]. All the 501

replicas in each dataset of Hi-C data were used and proceeded 502

to the Hi-C Pro software following the standard pipeline [32]. 503

All the Hi-C contact maps were built at 100kb resolution after 504

iterative correction and eigenvector decomposition (ICE) nor- 505

malization. Here, we focused on the long arm of chromosome 506

14 (20.5-101.Mb). 507

4.2 Polymer model 508

The polymer simulation is based on a ”beads-on-a-string” 509

model. Each bead, representing a 100kb chromosome seg- 510

ment, is connected by pseudo bonds to the neighboring beads. 511

Thus, the system has a total of 857 beads. We used the finitely 512

extensible nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential to describe the 513

bond stretching [33]. The additional repulsive potential was 514

added between the neighboring beads to avoid the spatial over- 515

lap [34]. The angle potential for the consecutive three beads 516

and long-range soft-core potential for non-bonded beads were 517

implemented as suggested previously [35]. Spherical confine- 518

ment was added to mimic the volume fraction of the chromo- 519

some inside the cell nucleus at 10% [36]. The bonded and 520

non-bonded potentials together lead to a typical homopolymer 521

potential and finally generates an equilibrium globule chromo- 522

some ensemble, which has no TAD and compartment forma- 523

tion [37]. Details of the polymer model can be found in our 524

previous work [38]. 525

4.3 Maximum entropy principle simulation 526

Hi-C data was additionally incorporated into the polymer po- 527

tential as the experimental restraint through the maximum en- 528

tropy principle [39]. The maximum entropy principle gener- 529

ates a chromosome ensemble that can reproduce the experi- 530

mental Hi-C data with a minimal bias by maximizing the en- 531

tropy of the system. We performed the maximum entropy 532

principle simulations for the ESC, normal and cancer cell, re- 533

spectively. The simulations lead to three data-driven poten- 534

tials, under which the chromosomes form three heterogeneous 535

structural ensembles, which exhibit the experimentally consis- 536

tent Hi-C contact maps for the ESC, normal and cancer cell, 537

respectively [37, 17]. The potential was further surveyed to 538

be capable of generating the chromosome dynamics that is in 539

good agreement with multiple experiments in many aspects 540

[40, 41], including anomalous diffusion, viscoelasticity, and 541

spatially coherent dynamics [42, 43]. These features suggest 542

that the potential can be regarded as an effective equilibrium 543

landscape that governs both the chromosome structure and dy- 544

namics in one cell state. 545
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4.4 Landscape-switching model546

To explore the chromosome dynamics during the cell state547

transitions, we used the landscape-switching model, which548

was developed in our previous work [38, 37, 17]. To connect549

the landscapes of two cells among the ESC, normal and can-550

cer cell, we performed two sets of molecular dynamics sim-551

ulations of chromosomes under the potentials of two distinct552

cell states, separately. After a long duration of simulations553

when the systems become steady, we switched these two po-554

tentials (landscapes), which occurs abruptly to recapitulate the555

bistable switch between the two gene expression states of two556

cell states in cell development [44, 45, 46]. From a physical557

perspective, this implementation resembles an instantaneous558

energy excitation that drives the system out-of-equilibrium.559

Then, the chromosomes relaxed on the post-switching poten-560

tial landscapes and the relaxation processes were referred to561

as the chromosome dynamics during the transitions between562

these two cell states. The landscape-switching model has led563

to non-equilibrium non-adiabatic dynamics, thus it can be used564

to capture the essence of cell state transitions for the inter-565

landscape crossing events (transition between the steady sta-566

ble cell states) [47, 48]. In this study, the landscape-switching567

model leads to 6 transitions indicated in Figure 1A, includ-568

ing the ESC differentiation to the normal cell and cancer cell,569

the reprogramming from the normal cell and cancer cell, the570

cancer formation from the normal cell and the cancer rever-571

sion to the normal cell. The trajectories of the relaxation pro-572

cesses in the landscape-switching model were extracted and573

analyzed for describing the chromosome structural dynamics574

during the cell state transition processes. Details of maximum575

entropy principle simulation and landscape-switching model576

can be found in our previous work [38, 37, 17].577

4.5 Identification of TADs and compartments578

The TAD structures were described by the insulation score,579

which was previously used to determine the boundaries of the580

TADs [49]. The sliding space (5 × 5 beads) was used to cal-581

culate the insulation score from the contact map at each cell582

state. The compartment profiles were calculated by contact583

probability Pobs/Pexp, which is the ratio between the observed584

contact probability Pobs and expected contact probability Pexp585

at the 1Mb resolution. Then the principal component analysis586

(PCA) was performed on the enhanced contact probability map587

after the ICE normalization. Finally, the first principle compo-588

nent (PC1) was used to represent the compartment profile. The589

compartment status of the normal cell was determined by the590

direction of the PC1 values, which was assigned with the gene591

density (positive to gene-rich and compartment A, negative to592

gene-poor and compartment B). The direction of the PC1 val-593

ues of other cell states was determined by calculating the cor-594

relation coefficient to the compartment profile (PC1 with the595

correct direction) of the normal cell.596
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